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Supporting*mathematical*conversations*in*a*
classroom

• Clarify the mathematical reasoning we aim 
for

• Discuss how to make that reasoning to come 
from students in a classroom



What do they need to understand about fractions

Why they need to understand fractions
How we want them to be reasoning about fractions

o Working with students in science & social science
• Crime per 100,000 people
• Km per liter of fuel
• School drop out rate

What%do%students%need%to%learn?

• Something that expresses size
• Quantity
• Number



How$are$students$reasoning$now?

• Acting on objects – “fractions are things”

Fractions 
physical and irreversible transformation of an object

o Cannot take 7/5 of that candy…
o Not reciprocal, not comparison of size



How$are$students$reasoning$now?

• So many out of so many

o Additive reasoning 
• 2 out of 5
• 2/5ths as large as

o Leads to proper fractions only



Fraction)activity)1

2/5 2/5

4/10



How$are$students$reasoning$now?

• Fractions included in a whole

• “The number of boys is what fraction of the number of 
children?”    

• “The number of boys is what fraction of the number of 
girls?”     

✓

✗



Reciprocal relation of relative size

Conversations about measurement 
(comparison) situations to ‘train’ reasoning

How$else$can$students$reason$about$fractions?



Creating mathematical experiences that are 
realistic for students

• students feel the NEED for mathematics
• answers AFTER students are asking a question

But$how$do$we$help$them$to$TALK$about$
mathematics?



o Measuring with body parts (hand length)
• Need to standardize unit of measure

o Standard unit of measure: “the stick”
• What to do with a remainder?

But$how$do$we$help$them$to$TALK$about$
mathematics?

31 2 54 6 7
Seven$and$a$little$bit



Fraction)activity)2

1. Create a blue rod of such length that when we 
measure the stick with it, it will measure exactly 3

Predict: Will this be easy or difficult?

2. Create a red rod of such length that when we 
measure the stick with it, it will measure exactly 4

Predict: Will it be longer/shorter?



Small of 4 will be bigger than small of 5 
because it goes along less times. 
Because it takes 4 bigger pieces in one 
stick instead of 5 (smaller). 

S4 is bigger because it covers more 
space. If we make s4 smaller, there will 
be missing space at the end. 

The fewer you need to fit onto the stick, 
the longer they can get (the more 
space they have) 

Students(and(‘Fractions(as(Measures’



an unconventional unit of length – the stick
comes to play the role of a reference unit

Mathematics*in*‘Fractions*as*Measures’



Fraction length as iteration of measurement sub-units

7/6

7/6$
seven$iterations$of$a$subunit$that$is$
1/6$as$long$as$the$measurement$unit

Mathematics$in$‘Fractions$as$Measures’



• Need for mathematics created first

• Demand for sharing

• Repeated opportunities to reason (as it is complex)

Supporting*classroom*conversations



• j.visnovska@uq.edu.au – Jana
• pamela.vale@ru.ac.za – Pam

• www.ru.ac.za/sanc/teacherdevelopment/miclegr4-7/
• Storybook on measurement/fractions

• Thank you!!

Supporting*classroom*conversations
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• Symbol system
Need to distinguish between ‘4 sticks’ and ‘small of four’:

So4 or   S4 each meaning “small of four”

4 meaning “small of four”

4 4 4 meaning “three smalls of four” - additive, intuitive, 
kids were later asked to work with 17 smalls of 4, so 
that they recognise this as no longer practical

4 4 4
3
4

3
4

‘Fractions+as+Measures’



Reasoning)about)Fraction)Comparisons

99/100 and 5/5 (translated from Spanish)

Marisol: I think that 5 smalls of five is bigger 
because 99 smalls of one hundred is smaller 
because it is not enough to fill the stick. 

Teacher: It is not enough to fill the stick. Carlos? 

Carlos: 99 smalls of one hundred is not going 
to be enough to fill the stick 
because it is missing one small for it to be 
100 smalls of one hundred, 
and 5 (smalls) of five do fill the stick. 



Reasoning)about)Fraction)Comparisons

12/13 and 6/5

Eduardo: Because you need 13 smalls of thirteen 
to fill the stick, and with 12 it’s not enough. 
And in the other you need 5, but they are 6 
and it even goes further.

• The iteration of a small of five (1/5) more than five times did 
not become a troublesome issue for any of the students

• Kids construed the entities that express unit fractions as 
being separate from the reference unit 

• and, thus, could be iterated unrestrictedly



Classroom of 20 Year 5 students, Under-resourced context in 
Mexico, Teacher (Irene) learning to use the sequence 

• Pre-test (unit fractions comparisons)
o 15 students: Whole number dominance strategy (1/3 < 1/5)
o 2 students: Compared after converting to decimals
o 2 students: Compared fractions correctly

• Post-test (18 sessions later)
o 9 items comparing unit fractions (e.g., 1/4 vs. 1/456)

• All students correct on all of them
o Place on number line 16/11, 10/3, 15/5

• 18 students correct on all
• 2 students’ errors: 15/5 placed at 4 units instead 3

‘Fractions+as+Measures’+Taught+by+Teachers
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